Introduction
Full maximum likelihood is a popular estimation procedure for making inferences about parameters of interest. There is a problem of potentially biased estimates arising from the joint estimation of multiple parameters which has been discussed by Neyman and Scott (1948) , Anderson (1970) and Cox and Hinkely (1974) among others. One solution identified in the literature is to use marginal likelihood methods which can produce less biased estimates, see for example Tunnicliffe Wilson (1989), Bellhouse (1991) , Shephard (1993) , Ara (1995) , Laskar and King (1997) , Rahman and King (1998) and King (2002, 2004 ). King (2002, 2004 ) investigated the quality of parameter estimates for selected non-linear models based on the two-step maximum MIL method and the traditional full maximum likelihood (FML) method. Their empirical results show that the estimators based on MIL are better than those based on the FML method. This result may also have implications for testing regression parameters based on maximal invariant likelihood ratio (MILR) tests using MIL functions. These tests might be expected to have better properties than likelihood ratio tests based on FML. Certainly, the simulation results reported by Moulton and Randolph (1989) , Ara (1995) , Rahman and King (1998) and Laskar and King (1998) provide evidence of improved test properties in the case of the marginal likelihood over the traditional likelihood. In addition, Ara (1995) showed that the marginal likelihood and the MIL are equivalent in the case of nonspherical disturbances in the linear regression model.
The likelihood ratio (LR) test is a popular hypothesis testing procedure but it is not always well behaved in small samples. It has been found to have inaccurate critical values for a number of econometric testing problems (see for example King (1987) , Breusch and Schmidt (1988) , McManus et al. (1994) , Ara (1995) and Dobler (2002) ). Ara (1995) advocated the use of marginal likelihood based tests in order to improve small sample accuracy. For small sample sizes, econometricians have found that a marginal likelihood based test is more reliable than its classical counterpart, in terms of sizes and powers (see Corduas (1986) , Mukherjee (1992a Mukherjee ( , 1992b ) and Laskar and King (2001) ).
In this paper we construct MILR tests using MIL functions to test the parameters in the non-linear component of semi-linear models and we compare the size and power properties of the new tests with those of the traditional full LR test. The MILR tests might be expected to be superior to the traditional LR test with respect to size and power given the evidence in the literature outlined above.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we derive the MILR and LR tests for the two testing problems outlined above. Monte Carlo experiments to investigate the size and power properties of these tests in the context of three non-linear models are reported in Section 3.
Some concluding remarks are made in the final section.
Construction of the tests

Test for the inclusion of a non-linear regressor
Consider the semi-linear regression model
where y is an n × 1 vector, X 1 is an n × q nonstochastic matrix of n observations on q variables, X 2 is an n × p nonstochastic matrix of n observations on p variables and g(X 2 , β 2 ) is a non-linear function of the r × 1 parameter vector β 2 and X 2 such that g(X 2 , β 2 )| β2=0 =0. Note r and p are different for flexibility and that if g(X 2 , β 2 )| β2=0 = 0, it can be made zero by re-
and y with
. We wish to test the hypothesis H 10 : β 2 = 0 against H 1a : β 2 = 0 . In this case, we are testing for the inclusion of a function that is possibly non-linear.
For this model and testing problem, we can derive the traditional LR test. The log likelihood function for this model is
The LR test statistic is given by 
where γ 0 is a positive scalar and γ is a q × 1 vector.
−1 X 1 and P be any m × n matrix such that
Multiplying both sides of (1) by P M 1 and noting that P M 1 = P and M 1 X 1 = 0 we get
Thus P y ∼ N (P g(X 2 , β 2 ), σ 2 I m ). Let z = P y. As Bhowmik and King (2002, 2004) observe, w = z/(z z) 1/2 is a maximal invariant statistic (see King, 1980) and z is the ordinary least squares residual vector from the regression of y on X 1 . The MIL function is the density function of w.
Bhowmik and King derived this density by changing z to polar co-ordinates (r, θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ m−1 ) and integrating out r in the density for z. Mathematica (Wolfram, 1993) was used to make this final step and resulted in the log of the MIL function being identified as
where
] is the confluent hypergeometric function, which has the form
The MILR test statistic to test H 10 : under H a , L 1 (β 1 2 ) is defined by equation (6) and
Under appropriate regularity conditions (see Amemiya, 1985 , Godfrey, 1988 or Ara, 1995) and H 0 , these LR and MILR test statistics asymptotically follow a chi-square distribution with r degrees of freedom. We will follow Bhowmik and King (2004) and denote (6) as the MIL1 function and (13) as the MILR1 test statistic.
Tests of a linear regressor against a non-linear regressor
In this section we consider the following slightly more specific semi-linear model,
where X 1 is an n × q nonstochastic matrix, X 2 is an n × p nonstochastic matrix and g(X 2 , β 3 ) is a non-linear function of β 3 and X 2 . In this case, g(X 2 , β 3 ) = constant or more realistically a function of X 2 when β 3 = 0.
Our aim is to test the hypothesis H 20 : The traditional LR test for this testing problem is derived noting that the log likelihood function for this model is
and
The log of this MIL2 function is
which will be treated here as a likelihood function for the parameter β 3 in order to construct the MILR2 test.
The MILR2 test statistic for model (15) is is the MMIL2 estimate of
Under appropriate regularity conditions (see Amemiya, 1985 , Godfrey, 1988 or Ara, 1995) and H 0 , these LR and MILR2 test statistics asymptotically follow a chi-square distribution with r degrees of freedom.
Monte Carlo size and power comparisons
The aim of this section is to investigate the size and power of MIL based tests and compare them to those of the classical LR test using Monte Carlo simulation.
The comparison was conducted for the following three semi-linear models used by Bhowmik and King (2004) , namely
Model (27) is a non-linear money demand function used by Konstas and Khouja (1969) , where
γ, β and α are three unknown parameters such that 0 < α < ∞, β > 0 and γ > 0. Model (28) was given by Gallant (1975) , where X 1t , X 2t and
is the output variable, and θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 and θ 4 are unknown parameters. Model (29) is a modified model of the general consumption function from Greene (1997) , where
U t = regressor of independent random variables from N (0, 1), α, β and γ are three unknown parameters such that α > 0, 0 < β < 1 and γ > 0.
In Greene's model, U t is a vector of ones but in our case U t is an n × 1 vector of independent random variables from N (0, 1). We made this modification to avoid problems caused by an ill-conditioned non-linear model. It is worth noting that ill-conditioning will occur in the models for near zero values of β in (27) , θ 4 in (28) and β in (29) .
For the purpose of our experiment, we used generated data to construct the design matrix in (27) with V t and R t being independent observations from the [0,1] uniform distribution. For model (28), we followed Gallant (1975) , and used simulated data namely:
X 1t was independently generated from N (0, 1), X 2t was independently generated from N (0, 1), X 3t was independently generated from the [0,1] uniform distribution.
For model (29) , U t was independently generated from N (0, 1) and W t was generated from the [0,1] uniform distribution.
We used two sample sizes, namely n = 30 and n = 60 for each of the models.
Experimental design
The Monte Carlo experiment was conducted in four parts. As observed by Bhowmik and King (2004) , there are problems with optimisation algorithms converging to local maxima of the likelihood function.
In order to overcome this problem, for each of the models we used Bhowmik and King's five different sets of starting values.
For each case, 2000 iterations were used to simulate the distributions of the test statistics. In order to maximize the likelihood functions, the Gauss (1998) Co-optimisation routine was used. The results indicate that typically the sizes are significantly higher than the nominal size when testing H 10 while showing a tendency to be smaller than 5% when testing H 20 . There is some improvement as n increases from 30 to 60. In general, the estimated size for any of the MIL tests is typically closer to 0.05 than the corresponding size for the classical likelihood function, especially for n = 30. We observe that there is generally an appreciable improvement in accuracy when an MIL is used in place of the classical likelihood, especially if it is the MIL1 function when testing H 10 .
Size results for asymptotic critical values
However, for n = 60, in most of the cases, the traditional LR test produced almost similar size results compared to the MILR2 test for testing H 20 .
These results also show that the average, maximum and minimum ab- 
Size results for simulated critical values
The estimated sizes of the LR, MILR1 and MILR2 tests for the three different specific models, based on their simulated critical values for selected parameter combinations are also presented in Tables 
Power results for simulated critical values
Estimated powers of the LR, MILR1 and MILR2 tests for the three different specific models using simulated critical values at the five percent level for selected parameter combinations are presented in Tables 1-6 . The following is a discussion of the full set of power results.
Generally, the powers of all tests increase as the sample size increases, We therefore recommend the use of MILR tests in place of classical LR tests, especially when the sample size is small. 
